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I. INTRODUCTION

Rese;irch in expert systems is concerned with how to represent and

reproduce the problem-solving skills that experts exhibit in their

respective domains. One of the most basic of these skills is the

ability to put two and two together--to draw reasoned conclusions that

supplement direct observations. This poses a difficulty because our

models of reasoning are derived from the deduction mechanisms of logic

and, almost without exception, investigators have noted that expert

reasoning beyond a superficial level cannot be understood in terms of

such precise schema. Logic deals with an idealized world in which facts

are known with certainty and rules of inference allow other facts to be

deduced with equal certainty. Experts, on the other hand, are usually

required to form judgments based on evidence. Such evidence may be

subject to uncertainties arising from errors of measurement or

difficulty of interpretation. The argument that justifies a conclusion

in terms of the evidence may also be more tenuous than a syllogism.

Again, experts can operate in environments containing inconsistent or

contradictory "facts," but such environments are useless in the logical

sense because a set of propositions that includes implicitly both the

affirmation and the denial of a proposition can be used to prove

rollanything whatsoever.

3 The study of how to overcome difficulties such as inconsistency and 0

lack of definitiveness and still reach reasonable, supportable tAo

conclusions is called plausible or uncertain inference. Systems

developed for this task typically operate in a zeroth- orld of t Codes

Oall and/or

Speclal
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propositions and relations among them, where the "zeroth-order" means

that propositions are unquantified or atomic. Propositions may be

interpreted as facts ("the car won't start"), hypotheses ("the trouble

is in the ignition system"), findings ("the distributor cap is

defective"), or any concept in the domain that is relevant to the

expert's problem-solving behavior. Relations connecting subsets of the

propositions are usually expressed as logical definitions ("A is the

conjunction of B, C, and D") or inferential links ("If A is true, then

so is B"). The feature that distinguishes uncertain inference from the

familiar propositional calculus is the qualified nature of knowledge

about both the relations and propositions. Propositions have associated

with them some (usually continuous) measure of their validity instead of

being either true or false. Inferential relations also have a validity

measure that weakens the connection between antecedent and consequent;

the relation "If A, then B" may support a less-than-categorical

affirmation of B even when A is known with certainty.

A useful way of viewing this formalism is as an inference net

[Hayes-Roth, Waterman, and Lenat, 1978; Duda, Gaschnig, and Hart, 1979;

Gaschnig, 1981]. The propositions are represented as nodes and the

relations among propositions become the links of the network. Whenever

the validity measure of a node is changed, such as by the arrival of new

evidence, this information propagates along the links to related nodes

and may cause changes to their validity measures in turn. The secondary

changes propagate in the same way so that, when the net stabilizes

in altered validity measures of many propositions or, to put it another
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way, all the inferences that can be made from that evidence have been

made.

The general inference net framework does not address the important

questions of how validity is to be represented and how the propagation

above is to be carried out. Some approaches measure the validity of a

proposition as its posterior probability or likelihood given all the

evidence to hand, and use Bayes' Theorem together with various

assumptions to ce.mpute this likelihood. Others use probability

intervals rather than values as a measure of validity, relying on more

general schemes of updating such as the Dempster-Shafer theory of

evidence [Barnett, 1981; Garvey, Lowrance, and Fischler, 1981]. It is

not uncommori for the form of the inference net to be restricted; for

example, [Pearl, 1982] requires that it be a tree. Many systems treat

the links representing relations as directional, so that the relation

"If A, then B" allows updating of B's validity when A is known to be

true but does not allow A's validity to be altered if B is found to be

false. A review and critique of the more common approaches can be found

in [Quinlan, 1982]. The account of two current systems that appears later

in this paper should convey some feel for the techniques used.

Quite a few expert systems embodying mechanisms for uncertain

inference have achieved notable successes, as exemplified by two of the

pioneering efforts. MYCIN [Shortliffe and Buchanan, 1975], an early

program that diagnosed bacterial infections and prescribed appropriate

antibiotic therapy, was rated highly by a panel of experts [Buchanan,

1982] and its general-purpose successor EfYCIN [van Melle, 1979, 1980]

has formed the basis of many expert systems. A recent article

.. . .. .. 1 7r
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(Campbell, Hollister, Dude and Hart, 19821 reporting a verified strike

by Prospector, SRI's geological consultant program, attracted widespread

news coverage. Despite these and other achievements, there appear to be

applications requiring an uncertain inference capability that are not

handled well by any current system. The characteristics of these

applications are discussed in later sections, but the gist of the

difficulty and the proposed solution can be obtained from the following

example.

Consider the task of a fictional detective investigating a case in

which (as usual) there are many apparent contradictions in the -,vidence

that he unearths. How is he to proceed'? Current approaches to

plausible inference would have him weigh evidence for and against each

hypothesis, consideiing the hypothesis confirmed to the extent that the

balance of evidence supports it. But any mystery buff knows that this

approach differs from the one Poirot would adopt, and might even lead to

the anomalous situation in which the balance of evidence individually

supports propositions A and B, but where A and B cannot both have

occurred. This paper suggests an alternative method of forming

conclusions that our detective would find more familiar. Instead of

making deductions from contradictory information, we divide the evideneo

into two classes, items to be believed and items to be disregarded, so

that all the evidence in the former category is consistent and "makes

sense." Where there are many possible divisions we use some model to

weigh the validity, not of individual propositions, but of the division

itself. For example, a division that would require our detective to

disregard significantly more data than another might be judged to be
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less valuable. Regardless of how the divisions are evaluated, drawing

conclusions only from one or more of these consistent subsets has the

effect of giving precedence to global considerations over the more local

assessment of individual hypotheses.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II sets out a seemingly

simple uncertain inference problem. Section III sketches Prospector as

an example of a directed Bayesian architecture, shows that the problem

must be redrafted to fit the P-ospector formalism, and discusses the

difficulties of interpreting th findings for this case. Section IV

describes INFERNO, a non-directed non-Bayesian architecture sensitive to

the consistency of information, and shows that it is also less than

satisfactory for this task. Section V introduces a new system called

Ponderosa that performs uncertain inference by evidence division rather

than by propagation of validity. The final section summarizes the paper

and speculates on the possibility of merging two approaches.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRIAL APPLICATION

The setting for this application of uncertain inference is an

attempt tc model the interactions among five econometric indiuators. WU

are given several assertions concerning both general rlitionships anon 6

the indicators and predictions about what will happen in the neal

future. The goal is to draw meaningful inferences from Llese assertions

so as to arrive at a composite picture of what will happen to all the

indicators.

Table T! contains the ten assertions that define the model.1

Numbers in brackets following assertions are validity measures in the

range 0 to 1; where there are two slich numbers following an assertion

they correspond to the "if" and "only if" cases respectively. Since we

have not defined what we mean by "validity", the precise interpretation

of these numbers is open. It is intended that a proposition or relation

with validity l be equivalent to a categorical assertion and that one

with validity 0 be totally vacuous. We will accept any of the different

meanings of a middle-ground validity that are used in current systems.

The model is typical of real-world applications in form if not in

content. The validities of the assertions or beliefs range from very

weak (as in Al) to near-categorical (as in A8 and A9). Assertions like

A4 that relate directly to an indicator of interest are relatively

uncertain, but it is often possible to make a stronger statement about a

less interesting proposition as illustrated by A3.

1 This model was derived from an exercise in a Mathematical Logic

text; any resemblance to any theory of Economics, past or present, is
purely coincidental.
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Table Tl

ASSERTIONS DEFINING THE MODEL

Al Stocks will fall [.55]

A2 Either ta:xes will not bo rai,.ed or both stocks will fall and
interest rates will fall [.851

A3 Either taxes will be raised or interest rates will not fall 1.9]

A4 Interest rates won't fall [.75]

AS Either taxes will be raised or there will be a high deficit 1.85]

At Bonds will rise or interest rates will fall if, and only if,
stocks fall or taxes are not raised [.6,.85]

A7 Stocks will fall if, and only if, bonds rise and taxes are
raised J.7,.81

A8 If interest rates fall, either stocks will not fall or bonds
won't rise [.95]

A9 Interest rates will not fall if there is a high deficit 1.95]

AIO If there is a high deficit, stocks will fall [.8]

The application maps directly into the zcroth-order formalism

describec in Sec. I. There are five basic propositions corresponding to

the indicat,rs of primary concern,

" stocks will fall
" interest rates will fall
* taxes will be raised
* bonds will rise
• there will be a high deficit

We havc also a small number of derived propositions stated as logical

c.ombinations of these basic propositions, such as "bonds will rise or

interest rates will fall." Each such derived proposition is defined by

1Ac
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one or more logical relations, e.g., that the above is the disjunction of

"bonds will rise" and "interest rates will fall." Assertions Al through

AS each provides evidence in the form of a validity for one of the bLa>ic

or derived propositions. Each of the last five assertions becom,.s

either one or two inferential relations. All in all there are It

propositions, 7 inferential relations and 12 logical relations.

Despite the simplicity of this model, it may rot be immediately

apparent that the information in the assertions is inconsistent. Al and

A7, for example, jointly support the inference that taxes c.lll he

raised, while assertions A2 and A4 together suggest that tixes will not

be raised. In the logical sense, therefore, this collec ion ot

assertions is of no value because anything at all can be infei red fr(,n

it via the tautology A -> (-A -> B). However, it seems that most

plausible reasoning tasks involve inconsistent information so that the

example is not an unfair one.
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III. PROSPECTOR

Prospector [Duda, Hart, and Nilsson, 1976; Duda, Hart, Nilsson,

Reboh, Slocum, and Sutherland, 1977; Gaschnig, 1980, 1981] is a

general -purpose architecture for uncertain inference that has been used

with several geological models arid whose basic approach has been taken

up by other systems such as AL/X [Reiter, 1980, 1981; Paterson, 1981].

It is therefore representative of a well-developed school of thought

about uncertain inference.

OVERVIEW OF PROSPECTOR

Prospector and other Bayesian systems model the validity of a

proposition by its posterior probability given the evidence at hand.

Let H be some proposition about which inferences are to be drawn and E

another proposition. Bayes' theorem gives the posterior probability (or

likelihood) of H given E as

'(HE) = P(EH) x P(H) / P(E)

where P(E) and P(H) are prior probabilities, and correspondingly

P(-HIE) = P(E -H) - P(-H) / P(E)

Assuming that the latter is non-zero, we can divide the first equation

by the second to obtain

O(H!E) O(H) x IP(EIH) / P(E -H)]

which may be stated as, the posterior odds of H is its prior odds
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MUl tipl ied by 3 a!Ctor 0--al led Xj thatl clh,Rter LW- , S t~ he t i( ILIAof

E as a predcto o.) Ii A sloii Ill aitalys i-II i: D porforlm. i Ic

by -E in! the above , aind rthe corres--ponding; .ei(t or - cliairicter lzes Ii,

necesSity of F. it 1H is to hold.

111701r1Ullat elIV, th is forml Is iSI ISI I I( ii. o(u bI I iLtSlI t0

determine what, shoul~ liihppen to the Odds; of HI whenl Seve!.LIi j'ropw. it 10115

.1 .. are rel1evan~t to it , or when thet K's are kno0wn w it1 10 lSs.

t han ce rta in t y. Tic( approach t akcon in Proipector is to mlak' two

addl~ it a 1 assumpt ions: 2

nidi t onail indepondence I The prota 1i1y I ,K E oE g i ven

11 and E. is equal to P(E.i Il), and similarly for -~H.

ntcrpola: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ II Io)Teeicie~I p-vu I I or to u"(, whc-u

known with less than certainty is obtained fronm a piecewise 1-nvclr

interpolat ion:

-- If the observed probability of E is greater thai. i-s prior

probability, interpolate the posterior prohahilitv ot If betwce

P(H) and P(H!E )

-- Otherwise, interpolate between P(H) and P(H -E.)
1

In e ithor case the effective multiplying factor is the itepoIa

posterior odds of H divided by its prior odds.

2PednauIt , Zucker , and Muresan (1981) and Szolov its and Pinlkeor

'19,901 tave commented oni thle i napprop r Iatecues s of t bc-se s iopro
particularly thle first. KonolIi ge I onol1 ige l962; Dudi, Hiirt,~uli
and kebob , 19791 has developed anu appealing schuern' ii 1,!c '.k-sc a>
sumpt ions are replaced by a single unifying4 3,;sump I o0il: tha3t t h( post
nio r d is tnri 1)t I IonI c hosen II,1 ho ulId c ontit a in m inIIi mal inIIf o r m, 101 i, ~I I Io
conforming to user -spec if i ed cons tra int s onl ma rg i n i and (loudit ioua
probabilities.
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U 'nder these assumptions, the posterior odds of propo ,ition 1i is simply

thie product of its prior odds and the effective multiplying factors

obtained as above for each F..
1

lInferential links from one propositioil to another can thu be

implemented by choosing appropriate value, f'jr the factors X and X'

Prospector allows logical relations among propositions as follows:

" If A is the negatioi: of B, the odds of A is the reciprocal of

the odds of B.

" If A is the disjunction of B B , the odds of A is the

maximum of the odds of any B..
1

" If A is the conjunction of BI B , the odds of A is the

minimum of the odds of any B..

Prospector's control structure comes from its intended application

.s a consultation-style system. Each relation can cause the odds of

v ;ne proposition to be altered directly; inferential relations "If

E, t1..i r i" aL. before affect only H, and logical relations as above

iffeot only A. Accordingly, the links representing relations are

thought of as directed into the affected proposition. Prospector

requirt!s that there be no cycles in the corresponding inference net and

allows observed probabilities to be given only for "evidence"

propositions that have no links directed into them.

APPLYING PROSPECTOR TO THE MODEL

Seveial difficulties arise when we attempt to use the Prospector

architocturo for the task described in Sec. II. The more serious of

these are consequences of Prospector's tacit assumption that

I'-
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proposit ions can be arranged in a hier:irciy w i th infe ren chains

f lowing snfoth ly Iro raw evidence tlhrouugL to cuIc lus ions.

CoLsider, for example, the proposition "-ocks will fall."

Absertiou Al establishes this proposition a L, true with some

validity, implying th. t this propositio, is evidene Several otLer

assertions, however, establish condl-tio:is under "i. ic!, th. prcposition

cani be inferred to be true, thus establishing inferntial links to the

proposition an d so preventing it from being evidenIce. Agaii;, as-ertion

A2, A3, and A7 estibl is! that certain logical combinationr, -f

probasitio:ns ar: valid, and Prospectcr contains no nechanisn that would

allow evideice to bear directly on such propositions. Similar problem.

aris,, from Ab, A7, a:,.' OS, whrc logical combinations are on the

receiving end of the inferential links.

The steps take:i ,o reformulate the example are as follow6: (1) The

two propositions "stocks will fall" and "interest rates will fall" that

appear both as evidence and as potential conclusions are represented

each by two nodes in the net. The first node is a conventional evidei.ce

node with a very strong inferential link to the second copy that is also

the recipient of other inferential links. (2) Assertions such as A2 of

the form "A or B" are represented functionally as the pair of inference

relations "If A is false, then B" and "If B is false, then A." (3)

Complex assertions are broken down into more primitive relations that

have . single proposition as the inference. For example, A6, of the

form "A or B if, and only if, C or D," becomes the set of relations:

If (A or B) and -C, then D

If (A or B) and -D, then C
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If -A and -B, then -C

If -A and -B, then -D

(4) Finally, all prior probabilities are taken by default as 0.5 since

the example does not specify other values, and the strengths of the

multipliers X and V are determined so that, if the relation "If A, then

B" has validity V, the posterior probability of proposition B given A is

also V.

Table T2 lists the Prospector-style inferential relations that this

reformulation produces, together with their multiplying factors X and

Table T2

INFERENTIAL LINKS IN PROSPECTOR FORM

To From X Source

stocks- same (evidence) 10,000 0.0001
taxes+ 5.67 1 A2
(bonds+ v interest-) & taxes+ 5.67 1 A6
-bonds+ & -interest- 0.67 1 A6
interest- & bonds+ 0.05 1 A8

high deficit 4.00 1 A1O

interest- same (evidence) 10,000 0.0001

high deficit 0.05 1 A9
taxes+ 5.67 0.11 A2,A3

taxes+ stocks- 4.0 0.18 A2,A7
interest- 9.0 0.18 A2,A3
high deficit 1 5.67 A5
(bonds+ v interest-) & -stocks- 0.18 1 A6
-bonds+ & -interest- 1.5 1 A6
-stocks- & bonds+ 0.43 1 A7

bonds+ stocks- 4.0 1 A7
interest- & stocks- 0.05 1 A8
-stocks- & taxes+ 0.43 1 A7

high deficit taxes+ 1 5.67 A5
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The final column of the Table shows the assertionh2 res.ponsible

for each linzk. At this point a3 serious fi a6 becomcs evident -- the

network (f propos it ion-, and rel1at ions coitta in us eoI es aid sc violates

another Prospector requirement. The cycles are the resitI t of strong

interconnect ions among the five( i nd icators, however, and the-re seem', to

bo no way of eliminating them. Rather than abandon the ent~erprise

forthwith, we will generalize the Prospector algorithm to allow

computation of posterioi probabilities by relaxation, terminating whiei,

changes are small so tha. the cyc,-les will not cause infir.Vke loops.

A Prospector-like system embodying this change was usod to obtain

the results shown in Table T3. (Since a relaxation algorithm was sd

there is no guarantee that this is the only set of posterior

probabilities that is stable; reordering of the Computational steps

could give rise to a di fferent solut ion I) Al thoigh they appear to be th-

kind of resilts that are commonly obtained from plausible infi ;eilcfe

systems, they are deficient in at least two respects. First, they do

not highlight the fact, noted in Sec. TI, chat the set of asrin

from which the model was derived is internally inconsistent. The

Table T3

RESULTS FROM1 A PROSPECTOR-STYLE SYSTEM

Posterior Categorical

Proposition Probability interpretation

stocks will fall .64 T
interest rates will fall .08 F
taxes will be raised .27 F
bonds will rise .59 T
there weill be a high deficit .66 T

air.,
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assumptions that Prospector makes will never produce an overconstrained

system, so any collect ion of evidence and relations will lead to a

solut ion. But .ichie (1980, 1982) argues convincingly that practical

expert systems mi.t be user- ir iendly, and therefore, out of concern for

the validation and intelligibility of results, it would seem that

¢onsister,. v checking ought to be one of the r ;ore important functions.

Second, the statement of a result as a probability is fine when there is

only one rusult of interest, but can lead to problems in cases such as

this whe'i we need a simultaneous reading of several variables. Suppose

that the model builder wished tc predict the most likely future state

from the 25 possible in terms of the five indicators. Converting the

proabilities to categorical form by threshholding as in Table T3 would

lead to the conclusion that

stocks will fall;

interest rates will not fall;
taxes will not be raised;

bonds will rise; and
there will be a high deficit.

These conclusions may be individually unsurprising but in combination

they violate the "only if" part of assertion A7. This relation has a

relatively high validity of 0.8 and so any conclusion that disregards it

is suspect. Thus mapping from probabilistic to categorical results for

several variables (when called for by the application) may produce

conclusions that do not fit with the evidence.

In summary, in order to run our example on Prospector we had to

make significant alterations to the formulation of the model and to

modify Prospector as well; even so, the results we obtained were
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deficient. For all these reasons it would seem that Prospector is not

well-suited to this application.
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IV. INFERNO

INFERNO [Quinlan, 1982] is another inference network system that

was designed around four ideas:

1. General systems for uncertain inference are better off without

assumptions such as conditional independence whos. universal

validity is suspect.

2. On the other hand, it should be possible to assert that

particular groups of propositions exhibit relationships such as

independence.

3. There should be no restrictions on the direction of information

flow in the network. (This was the cause of much of

Prospector's difficulty with the example of Sec. 1I.)

4. The consistency of the given information should be checked and

the system should be able to advise on alternative methods of

rectifying inconsistencies.

The effect of these requirements has been to lead away from Prospector-

style formalisms.

DESCRIPTION OF INFERNO

The first difference comes in the way that the validity of a

proposition is represented. Instead of a single point probability,

INFERNO uses probability bounds similar to the interval approach of the

Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence [Barnett, 1981; Garvey et al., 1981].

Every proposition A is characterized by a lower bound t(A) on the
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probability P (A) of A and a l owe r bo~iid f (A) art P'(-A So thatt

Th is app roach has twu a k-t u res . Ti, atei i.Lyaf CAll kiiOwIedige aboat

is apparent, btaing dn ilrne c~et(),ii I A

Sezond , the val1ues of ttA) .nid 1,,% ;re foer iveol f rci. evi~dence- 10end-

support and to denty A respect Ive I, ly, aInd the(se Va i1V 31es are~ rtated a1nd

propagated separate ly.

To achieve the lion-d irec ted propagat ioan of ife renee'(, a-, ill0 Pint

(3) above , INFERNO fol1lows WAAND Haityes-RothI, 191)11 illt vi~w i irg re at ionls

as establishing constraints on the respec -tive val idit ies of CollecVtionis

cf propositions. Changing a prohabi i lyl bounid of .:nv 1,coI si: : Iu

col lect ion may cause the constraint to bo vial ated , requ:i ring some o.he r

bound to be altered. For example, oile form of inferential relatioan,

written as

A enables B with SLrength X

is intended to capture the (uncertain) relation "If A. then B." This

relation has two constraints associated with it:

t(B) 2! t(A) xX

f(A) : 1 - (1 - f(B)) / X

and thus can cause t(B) to be increased when t(A) is increased, or tA

to be increased when f(B) is increased. Logical connections amonig

propositions are handled in the same manner. The relation defining A as

the conjunction of Bi B ... B gives four constraints: for all B.,
1' 2'n

mQ--
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t (A ) 2! 1 - X.( I t (B ))1 i

f(A) _ f(B.)

t(B.) - t(A)

f(B.) > f(A) - E (1 - t(B.))
I j

These and all other INFERNO constraints can be derived from simple

probability identities and do not depend on other assumptions.

This r,,presentation also supports a probabilistic concept of

consistency. If t(A) + f(A) > 1 for some proposition A, the information

about A is inconsistent and one or both of the bounds must be incorrect.

Since the propagation constraints are provably correct, the

inconsistency can only arise from contradictions implicit in the

information given to the system. INFERNO can suggest ways to alter the

data so as to make it consistent. A change takes the form of lowering

the given value of a bound or reducing the strength of one of the

infcrential relations. A combination of changes that is sufficient to

make the bounds on all propositions consistent is called a

rectification. INFERNO can generate the best n of the possible

rectifications, ranking them under the assumption that those involving

the least alteration of the original data are more likely to be

acceptable.

APPLYING INFERNO TO THE MODEL

When we wished to apply Prospctor to the task of Sec. II ce first

had to reformulate it to conform to Prospector's architectural

restrictions. INFERNO do., not impose any such restrictions and the

example can be run in its original form.

k A" L_ " '*7Y
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INFERNO immediately i iids the. set ot assertiols to be iconisistent.

The eXp),Il.' o1 L onle s Ich i TlOl"iiteliv seves also to i.l t1,trIte the

p)ropagat ioil of bo(uiid>, iti the system. It help , to ro me t r in tile

following that INFERNO is aga in using probability as a model of

validity.

A Assert ion Al of Table TI is that stocks will fall with

probability .55, and A7 state. (with strength .8) th.it this

will happen only if bonds rise and taxes are raised. The

conelu->,ion is that the probability of bolds rising and taxes

being raised is at least .8 x .55, or .44.

" Clearly, the probability of one component of this conjunction,

taxes being raised, must also be at least .44, so the

probability that taxes will not be raised is at most .56.

Assertion A2 gives the probability that taxes will not ho

raised ot stocks will fall and interest rates will tall as .85,

the probability of the first term of the disjunction is at most

.56, so the probability that stocks will fall and interest

rates will fall is at least .29.

* The probability that interest rates will fall must therefore be

at least .29, but (by A4) the probability is at most .25.

INFERNO's analysis of the various interdependencies then leads it to

propose four alternative rectifications, each of which .ill orrent the

above and aiI other inconsistencies. Each rectification collsists of a
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single change:

" Reduce the probability that interest rates will not fall

(assertion A4) to .71.

" Reduce the probability of assertion A2 to .81.

• Reduce the probability that stocks will fall (assertion Al) to .5.

0 Weakeni the only-if strength of assertion A7 to .727.

This s, rt of consistency analysis is intended to permit the user to

review selected fragments of the information that he presented to the

system with a!. eye to making it cons istent before trusting coiiclu s:ins

based on it. He has the option of ignoring the incons isteicies if he

wishes, as he might well do in this case since the probability bounds

are in only marginal conflict.

Let us suppose, though, that he elects to remove the

inconsistencies by disregarding completely the assertion Al that stocks

will fall; it was after all a relatively weak belief according to its

validity measure. The consistent set of probability bounds that INFERNO

obtains from A2 through AIO is shown in Table T4. in general it is more

difficult to place a c:ategorical interpretation on INFERNO's ranges than

Table T4

RESULTS FROM INFERNO

Probability Categorical

iP osition Range Interpretation

stocks will fall .36 - .5 F

interest rates will fall .138 - .25 F

taxes will be raised .288 - .4 F
bonds will rise .288 - 1 ?
there will be a high deficit .45 - .625 T
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it was in the case of Prospector's single probabilities, but in this

instance the mapping to (T,?,F} seems reasonable. Notice, tLhouglh, that

the categorical interpretation again violates a relatively strong

relation (AIC) predicting that stocks will fall if there is a high

deficit!

To summarize: INFERNO avoids three of the four difficulties that

Prospector experienced with the model. It allows assertions and

inferences about logical combinations of propositions and is not put out

by cycles in the net. It also makes apparent any inconsistencies in the

information presented to it and provides helpful aids to reviewing the

information. However, an attempt to place categorical interpretations

on the results can once more lead to conclusions that are not consistent

with the data.

-,~~ .i .* / -
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V. PONDEROSA

Ponderosa represelts .1 deplirtui e from current plausible inferelce

svst4,M., beca s,. 1 ltholigh it still deals With UliCO ti ill assert oiis and

ro I at io! , i L does not at.tempt to propagate val idi ty measures of any

kind. 1n.t',_, it 1t: ),ws the approach outlined ill Sec.. I of trying to

separalte out frorun ti(. info mat ion given to it out or morc internally

tollsi"Lnt s:bscts. ! l merit of any such division is then established

Is a fi'ci tion of the ailiditit. f issel tiOlls that Were YlQL iltuluded.

DES( I PT ~itN OF TIlE APPROACH

-T, r I- d se0t of a-sertinns s uch as those in Sec. II. Each

a1s.' t in. c;' be v',wed a> a well -foi.med formula (Wff) of the

,r 0 ito n i cI t.l Is i'ith , Vdlidit.y measure attached, or, in the case

o tlt, "it and o:nly i-" assertions, a pair of such formulas. Let C be a

s i0 et of t , , ft s, where we disregard for the moment each wff 's

• 1, tv ,,isure. , is consistent in the logical sense if there is no

;it that ca:n be both .roved and disproved from C.3 A subset is

maximally consistent if it is consistent but the addition of any other

wff from the original set will make it inconsistent.

Suppose now that the original set of wffs has been divided into a

maximally consistent subset C and the remainder R = {R1' R 2 , ... , Rn,

and let V(Ri) be the validity measure of R.. One way of assessing the

-ituatioi twhich will be callet an interpretation) would be to accept

This notion of consisteneCy is s ronger than the one used for INFER-
NO in which it is permissihle to infer both A and -A so long as the sum

of the upper bounds ot P(A) and P(-A) does not exceed 1.

I

k. _ =..-A ._ _
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the wffs in C together with all their (consistent) inferences and to

ignore the wffs in R as being either erroneous (e.g., resulting from

faulty observation) or general default assertions that do not apply in

this case. How plausible is this intcrpretation? If it is to be

correct, each individual R. must be incorrect or inapplicable. The
1

probability that this interpretation is incorrect is then the

probability of the disjunction of the elements of R, i.e..

P(R 1  v R., v ... v R )- n

If we again treat validity measures as probabilities and use the

identity

P(A), P(B) -< P(A v B) _< P(A) + P(B)

we obtain the probability P(C,R) that the interpretation is correct as

1 - Ii  V(Ri) !5 P(C,R) S min. (I - V(R.))
1 11 1

Since we are identifying validity measures with probabilities, P(C,R)

represents the validity of the interpretation dividing the original set

of wffs into C and R.

Of course, the number of potential splits of a set of wffs into a

maximally consistent subset and a remainder grows exponentially with the

size of the set. The validity measures attached to propositions,

however, provide methods of reducing the computational load. First, we

are clearly uninterested in any interpretation whose validity is zero.

If any wff in R has a validity of I and thus is categorically correct,

the inequality above gives a zero upper bound on the validity of that



in~peI o.C:oSt-JlleIlt ly , e iied COIL, ider- Oii inlterlpr-ett ions inl

1 al ~Leri-1:>se ~ r iiei.ludud ili the cr Stitsubset-

2.SL.-.:id I we k:0 no" s, ish, to sWamp ie h( L-.!r with all1 possible

,I:% i. iol5- , 1"L I a Lhev to dis I S iy -. ly thIe, best ii of Ltii, for some smn a!!

f :xed0 1-, rn 1ly 1CJ0) Sos d iot ieed Lt, 6 4iierte all poss iblIe

interpeta In *r,!d , tat, the on~es mi ttted aftz iniferior to the onles

d iP! I yed s moe ( the c d t of a;, irnterpietation is knocwn only as a

range MILd thUL; i~ CTI:, cannot be compared d irect ly, the

midpoint of the,, raigu is used, for ranking them.

.. r.of lhoncr-s"; can h sketched as,,, lws Each

1:psi o Aih 0e int Ir fing "A is triU co "A is false."

As>ocite~ theach fi;,din 6 i:s a collection of -astifiatio. for the

finding, whore a null justification indicates that there :s no reason to

believe tefinding Each 'ustifi-ation for tho finding is either that

the findi~ng is an oxpli:cit assertion given to the syst-em, or thiat. the

finding is an inference frc-.mr a relation and one. ur more other findings

with r, n-aull justificatio~ls. i\jr intance, thie finding "B is false"

c:the r.aition "A i-mplies B" togctlier just ~f thu f inding "A is

fal,'', a-,,' the logical relatiL*on "% is the di:sjunctioni of A anld B"

together with both thes e f indings justifies "X is false."

iLve.y datum is enra relation or an assumed finding and all

find ing., d,:end iltimately oni the data. Ponderosa keeps with each

oa TX Mnv2! FL., in the form of a collectioi; of sets of data, the

ide a heing th.a' all1 justifications for this finding would evaporate if,

-' The algorithms used in i'he current Ponderosa have been heavily in-
flue-ned-( by the faret that it was implemented as a rewrite of INFERNO,
Illd( aie ilm,)s* certainly not the best that could be developed.
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and only if, any one of these sets of data were removed. fh aI i nrs

for removal sets below depend on th, observation that a renotv.il 1)1.i:, is

isomorphic to a logical expression in disjlonct iv, normal form. Lot 11

map each datum D to the predicate "D1 is ex(,h ded" and th, rt'.,wval plal.

to the logical expression

(D is excluded and 112 is excluded and ...

or (D21 is excluded and D1 is excluded arid ...

or

Then the expression is true if, and only it, one of the sets of data

making up the removal plan has been discarded, in which case the plan is

satisfied.

The computation of removal plans keeps pace With the propagaLiul, of

inferences. Initially the only findings with justifications are those

that appear in the data, and the removal plan for such a finding is

((itself)). Suppose now that a new justification for finding F has been

inferred from a relation R and findings (S.). This justificaLion could1

be removed if either R or any of the S's could be removed, as given by

the plan (in disjunctive form)

X = R v removal plan(S1 ) v removal plan (S2) v ...

But previous justifications may have been found for F and removal of F

would require removal of them as well. In this case, the new removal

plan for F becomes the conjunction of the old removal plan and X.
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Whlen; tie da~ta CiT11-cin.011 Istenit there wi Ii b e oneT or more

.;ntv.:1i i.o:vpropos it i on" { . tat cana be ot provd aoi di spi ove-!

i~.*ol!e or mole pi rs of findings ''A1 is true" ard ''A1 is false,'' both

wih niioii-nuil I jfisti fic, tionis and rcmiivcal plans. Clearly, the data Woul1d

beomeoli (.oiis stelit if, 'lld oinly if-, one, of eaich Such pair of finldings

ct'nI d be !cmoved. Whiei put ino di sj unct ive normal form, t he r-emovalI

pianl obt a a ned as the con junc tion over i of

removal plan (''A. is true'') v removal plan (''A. i is false'')

is t hen 1-st the set of remI iiode r, car responding to ;ill possible

maximally consistent Sets Ponderosa computes this overall plan in a

depth-first way so that, if a partial remnior is generated that is

a i reaidy more imp]lauilIe th'1a: t he best 11 caomp let(- rem liloers fou'nd s

far, ill possiblei remaindel-s conta iiig the partial one are omitted.

As a small but pathological illustration of all this, consider t he

ncoflsis tenlt. assertions

1. A implies B3
2. B implies C
3. C implies A
4. A is true
.5. B is true,
6. C is fil,,e

['odorosa notes thIe vi rious find ings and the ir associjated remnoval1 planrs

ais fItow; t ii data re fkrenced by the above numbers:

A t tr u f: {?(,4). fj3,4), (4,5)
A is -faso: ((1 (21, {0) )
P t riew: r 4:
P x~ fau .l I!,( ( l

C ;tru (11,j1, 4,v

s7i fase I , No
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The disjunctions for each contradictory proposition are then

A: { (1), (2), (3,4), (4,S), (6) 1
B: (1,5), (2), (4,5), {6) 1
C: ( (1,51, (21, {4,5}, (61 )

and the conjunction of thlese representing all pos.,iblt rmainder., is

( {1,5), (2), (4,5), (6) }

APPLYING PONDEROSA TO THE MODEL

As was the case with INFERNO, Ponderosa contains no restrictions

that would require the model of Sec. II to be reformulated. Once again

the information in assertions Al through A10 is tound to he inconsistrnt

and Ponderosa generates the six possible divisions of the corresponding

wffs into a maximally consistent subset and a re-mainder. The six

remainders are displayed in Table T5 together with the bounds on the

validity of the divisions and the midpoints of these ranges. Notice

that, whereas INFERNO would accept the weakening of just "stocks will

fall" as sufficient to remedy the inconsistencies, Ponderosa uses a

stronger, categorical definition of consistency and finds that removal

of assertion Al alone is not enough.

Ponderosa does not automatically select the "best' or any other

maximally consistent subset as being correct. Its function stops with

pointing out to the user the possibilities that exist for making his

information consistent, using the validity ranking only as a filter and

heuristic guide. The user's specialist knowledge may place a value on

various subsets of the information that differs from this simple

plausibility model. In this instance, let us suppose that the fourth
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Table T5

PONDEROSA REMAINDERS

Validity

Remainder Low Mid ! h

A7b stocks- only if bonds+ & taxes+ .2 .2 .2

A2 -taxes+ v stocks- & interest- .15 .15 .15

Al stocks- 0 .125 .25
A4 -interest-

Al stocks- 0 .1 .2
A10 if high deficit then stocks-

Al stocks- 0 .075 .15
A5 taxes+ v high deficit

A4 -interest- 0 .025 .05
A8 if interest- then -stocks- v -bonds+

temainder (assertions Al and A10) is selected as the least valuable of

those po ;sible. When those assertions are deleted, the remainder form a

consistent subset whose implications for the five indicators appear in

Table T6. Ponderosa ignores the validity of wffs when it generates

inferences, so all inferences are categorical and cannot individually or

collectively fail to mesh with the evidence in the consistent subset.

Table T6

CONSISTENT INFERENCES

Pro osition Validity

stocks will fall F
interest rates will fall F

taxes will be raised F
bond. will rise T
there will be a high deficit T
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has focused on a class of plausitl(- reuisolllg tOl lig

three characteristics: inconsistent data, hulo-hi*.ar. i .,, 1 i;,. "

of concepts, and the need to obtain siwultaneous read .g c;, :,t. ..

hypotheses. A simple model with these attributes was used to

demonstrate that existing systems for inexact inference are not suited

to this kind of task. We first examined Prospector as the

quintessential example of a Bayesian system and showed that both the

n,odel and Prospector itself would have to be altered to get ally results

at all. Even then, the inconsistency inherent in the given model "as

not made evident and a straightforward interpretation of the result-

turned out to be at variance with the model. INFERNO, a more tolerant

non-Bayesian system, fared better in that the model did not have to be

changed and its inconsistencies were discovered, but once more the

attempt to wring a categorical interpretation from the results produced

an anomaly. Ponderosa was introduced as a system to perform uncertain

inference by finding consistent subsets of the model, leading to results

that are always categorical and that agree with whatever reduced model

is used.

There are clearly other classes of plausible reasoning tasks to

which Ponderosa is unsuited. If all the data is consistent or if there

is a single proposition about which information is sought, the

probability-bounding approach of INFERNO gives a better appraisal of the

confidence with which the results can be accepted. This suggests an

interesting possibility for combining the talents of Ponderosa and
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INFERNO. First, Ponderosa would be used to find whether the data is

categorically consistent and, if riot, to help the user choose a

maximally consistent subset of it. INFERNO could then be run with this

,ul~et to supplement Ponderosa's categorical inferences with probability

boun"(!s. Vcr instance, in the provious section we selected a maximally

colinisent subset A2 through A9 of the assertions in Table T1. The

analvyis of this subset with INFERNO is shown in Table TT. It now

becomes avpir.nt that, while categorical inferences from the subset

justify both the predictions that bonds will rise and that there will be

high deficit, the former conclusion has weaker probability hounds as a

,onsequence of its derivation from less valid assertions.

in the abstract of their 1978 paper, Szolovits and Pauker state

that

. a program which can demonstrate expertise in the area of
medical consultation will have to use a judicious combination
of categorical and probabilistic reasoning--the former to es-
tablish a sufficiently narrow context and the latter to make
comparisons among hypotheses and eventually to recommend
therapy."

Table T7

COMBINING INFERNO AND PONDEROSA

Categorical Probability
P r 2 pos it.ion Validity Bounds

stocks will fall F 0 - .5
interest rate_- will fall F .25 - .25
taxes "ill be raised F .15 - .4
bonds will rise T .11 - I
ther- will he a high defficit T .45 - .79

.dr
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Their PIP system used categorical reasoning to generate hypotheses whose

validity was then investigated probabilistically. In some ways, the

proposed partnership of INFERNO and Ponderosa suggests another way of

arriving at the combined approach advocated above. Ponlderosa would

establish a context, in the form of a subcollection of the evidence that

hangs together, within which INFERNO would be used to carry out

probabilistic reasoning.

Ponderosa has been implemented in Pascal and C for a VAX 11/760

minicomputer, based on a similar implementation of INFERNO. The

prototype has been applied only to small tasks with less than 100

relations and propositions, and on these it is fast enough to be useful

but considerably slower than INFERNO. For comparison, the CPU times

consumed by the runs of Sec. IV and V were just over one second for

INFERNO versus about 6 seconds for Ponderosa.
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